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The truth of the Riemann hypothesis for Dedekind zeta functions over 
certain Kummer fields is shown to imply that the density of prime divisors 
of an infinite set of second-order linear recurrences is greater than 0. A rough 
estimate, suggested by R. R. Laxton, for calculating the density is also shown 
to be a consequence of the Riemann hypothesis holding over certain Kummer 
fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Laxton [I] has shown that, on heuristic grounds, one expects a second- 
order rational integral linear recurrence (w,}, defined by ~~~~~ --_ (a A- 1) 
we+1 - aw, with a (# jl) E Z, to have a density 
of prime divisors, provided that the limit exists. Here r(x) is the number 
of primes not exceeding x, and e,(u) denotes the order of a (mod p). This 
result arises from the setting up of a group structure on the set of 
equivalence classes of such recurrences, but applies only to those recur- 
rences whose invariant, defined to be [(wl - wO)(wl - a~,)\ , is nonzero. 
It will be our purpose in this paper to prove, subject to the Riemann 
hypothesis holding over certain types of Kummer fields, that this limit 
exists and we shall evaluate the constant c(a). We shall also consider the 
density 6(W) of prime divisors of a linear recurrence W given by w, = 
(an - b)/(a - 1) for cases when a and b are positive and coprime; we 
shall prove, again subject to the Riemann hypothesis holding over certain 
types of Kummer fields, that 8(W) takes a value close to c(a) and is 
asymptotic to c(u) as b -+ cc. The theorems to be proved are stated below. 
* The author acknowledges financial support from the S.R.C. 
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THEOREM 1. Let a be an integer which is not & a perfect hth power for 
any h >, 2. Suppose the Riemann hypothesis holds for the Dedekind zeta 
function over Kummerfield of the type Q(all”, I1/le); then 
C e,(a)/(p - 1) = c(a) x/log x + 0(x loglog x/Jog2 x). 
a<x 
(1) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Denote the 
squarefree part of a by a, and let C be defined by 
c = n (1 - (PAP” - 1))). 
P 
(2) 
Then the constant c(a), defined in (l), is given by the following formulas. 
If a, = 1 (mod 4) then 
44 = C 11 - (2/5) 1.41 al I) q-Jl M@ - 4 - 011 . (3) 
If a1 = 2 (mod 4) then 
44 = C 11 + (l/64) Al al I> qFl (q/W - q - 1))1 . (4) 
If a, E 3 (mod 4) then 
44 = C 11 - WO)A al I) q-l1 (q/(q3 - 4 - 911 . (5) 
THEOREM 3. Let W be a second-order rational integral recurrence whose 
invariant is nonzero. Let 6(W) denote the density of prime divisors of this 
recurrence. Let a = alaa2 and b = blbg4, where a, and bl are squarefree, be 
two positive coprime integers neither of which is an hth power of an integer 
for any h > 2. Suppose that the Riemann hypothesis holds for the Dedekind 
zetafunction over Kummer$elds of the type Q(allkw, bllw, lllkw). Then 
1 + w(4) J.J k44q3 - q - 1)) QPl 
6(W)= c + %&) n Mq3 - q - 1)) ql’$ 
+ e&d4 n (q/W - q - 1)) alad’, 
(6) 
where C is defined by (2) and e, , e, , and e, are as given in Table I. 
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TABLE I 
(I% = i(mod 4) b1 = j(mod4) 
i j el 
---_I_--___ __-- 
1 1 -215 
1 2 -2/s 
1 3 -215 
2 1 1164 
2 3 1164 
3 1 -l/20 
3 2 -l/20 



















The method used in the proofs of these theorems is that employed by 
Hooley in this paper [2] on Artin’s conjecture about primitive roots. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let a@, 1, k) denote the number of primes not exceeding x 
which are congruent to 1 (mod k). Then, for 1 < k < x, 
4~ 1, k) < c,xlqW h$xlk), (7) 
where 4(k) is Euler’J function. 
A proof is given in [3]. 
LEMMA 2. Let iV(x, a, w) denote the number of primes not exceeding x 
for which a has order (p - 1)/w. Then 
‘& e&z)/(p - 1) = C Wx, a, w) w-l + 0(x loglog x/log2 4. (8) 
-. wglo!zs 
Proof Since e,(a) is a divisor of (p - 1) we may write 
= wzg, fW, a, w) w-l + 0 1 C T(X, 1, w) w--l\ . (9) 
1ogs<w<lc-1 
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The last sum in (9) is estimated by using (7) of Lemma 1. 
x/w$h(w) log(x/w) + x’fl, 
Q wag 4 l.>ggz Wwd(w)) + xllZ- W-9 
But w/$(w) = r],lw (1 -p-l)-’ < nPsw (1 -p-l)-l <log w, using 
Mertens’ formula (see [4, p. 3511). From this and (10) we deduce that 
c 7f(x, 1, M’) w-l < (x/log x) c (log w)/w” + x1/2, lOgr<u~<~--l zu>10gz 
< x log log x/log2 x; 
this last inequality together with (9) implies (8). 
For the remainder of this section we shall assume that w 9 log X. Let 
R(q, p, w) denote the simultaneous conditions 
q J(p - 1)/w; a is a wqth power residue modulo p. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a to have order (p - 1)/w is that 
for each prime q R(q,p, w) is false and a (p-*)Iw = 1 (modp). We note that 
N(x, a, w) is precisely the number of primes p, with a(p-l)/w = 1 (modp), 
not exceeding x for which R(q, p, w) is false for any prime q not exceeding 
(X - 1)/w. We let N(x, r], a, w) denote the number of primes p not 
exceeding x for which a(“-l)/w = 1 (mod p) and R(q, p, w) is false for any 
prime q not exceeding 71. Then A+, a, w) = N(x, (x - 1)/w, a, w). The 
sum P(x, k, a, w), for any squarefree number k, denotes the number of 
primes not exceeding x for which R(q, p, w) is true for every prime divisor 
q of k; a’“-l)@ E 1 (modp) is the only condition implied if k = 1. 
Finally M(x, q1 , q2, a, w) denotes the number of primes p not exceeding 
x for which R(q, p, w) is true for at least one prime q with Q < q < Q. 
We also define (I = 8 log x, 5, = x1f2/logS x, and tS = x1f2 log x. 
LEMMA 3. 
M(x, t2 ,6 , a, 4 < x log h-5 x/#tw) loga x. (11) 
The proof is a simple extension of Hooley’s work (see proof of [2, 
Eq. CW 
LEMMA 4. 
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The proof of this lemma is again an easy adaptation of Hooley’s work 
(see proof of [2, Eq. (3)]). 
Let n(kw) be the degree of the Kummer field G = Q(ullkw, lllkw) over 
Q, and denote by ~(x, kw) the number of prime ideals p in G with Np < x. 
We recall that the number k is squarefree. 
LEMMA 5. Let v(y) denote the number of’ prime ,factors of y. Then 
P(x, k, a, w) = n-(x, kw)/n(kw) + O(v(kw)) + O(X~/~). (131 
Proof. The primes counted in P(x, k, a, w) are those primes p 7 a for 
which (i) PC’ z a (modp) is soluble, and (ii) p = 1 (mod qw) hold for 
every prime divisor q of k. These may be combined to give (iii) tkw = 
a (modp) is soluble, and (iv) p = 1 (mod kw). 
We show that this pair of conditions is equivalent to p not dividing kwa 
and p splitting totally in the Kummer field G = (Q1/L”, lllkzo) as a product 
of distinct linear prime ideals. The field 2 = Q(l(ll”“)) has degree 4(kw) 
and xka - 1 has a discriminant whose factors all divide kw. We also note 
in passing that tPU = II (modp) is soluble and p = 1 (mod kw) if and 
only if P = a (mod p) has exactly kw roots. 
Suppose tkw - a = nzlfi(t) in Z,fi(t) irreducible. Then G is the simple 
extension Z(O) of Z generated by any one of the fi , says1 (from which it 
follows that the degree of fi divides kw and that the degree of G over Z 
divides kw). Let p be a first degree prime not dividing the discriminant 
offi ; then Kummer’s theorem shows thatfr(t) splits mod p if and only if 
p splits totally in G. But iff’(t) splits totally mod p then some p~l/~~~, where 
p is a kwth root of unity, is congruent to some element of Z mod p. Since 
all the kwth roots of unity are in Z it follows that allf,(t) split totally mod p. 
Hence (F - a) splits totally mod p if and only p splits totally in G. Thus, 
if p r kwa, we have (F - a) splits totally mod p 
o both (tkw - a) splits totally mod p and p splits totally in Z; 
tjp = l-Ii pi splits totally in Z and (tkw - a) splits totally mod pi 
for all i; 
e p = nIi pi splits totally in Z and each pi splits totally in G; 
u p splits totally in G. 
We write 
T(X, kw) = w(x, kw) + o’(x, kw), 
where w(x, kw) is the contribution to ~(x, kw) due to linear prime ideals 
that do not divide kwa, and w‘ (x, kw) is the remaining contribution. In 
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G each rational prime p relatively prime to kwa either has n(kw) linear 
prime ideal factors or has no such factors. So we have 
Also, 
w(x, kw) = n(kw) P(x, k, a, w). 
W/(X, kw) d n(kw) v(kwa) + n(kw) C 1. 
P%p 
Thus we have 
n(kw) P(x, k, a, w) = n(x, kw) + O(n(kw) v(kw)) + O(n(kw) S), 
from which (13) follows. 
LEMMA 6. If the Riemann hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta function over 
Kummer jields of the type Q(al/“, lltn) ho& then 
.rr(x, kw) = li x + 0 (n(kw) x112 log(kwx)). (14) 
We give no proof as the work of Hooley is easily adapted to give the 
required result (see [2, Sect. 51). 
LEMMA 7. Let a = a1a22, where aI is squarefree, and suppose that 
a, E i (mod 4). Then 
n(kw) = $kw&kw) if Ed j a, I/ kw; 
= kw+(kw) otherwise, 
where 
Ej = 2 ifi= 1; 
ZZZ 4 if i = 2, 3. 
(15) 
(16) 
Proof. (The proof of this lemma was produced jointly with Coggins 
[5].) Since 2 = Q(ll/lem) it follows that [Z : QJ = $(kw). Then 
n(kw) = [G : Q] = [G : Z][Z : Q] = +(kw)[G : Z]. 
But by the argument of Lemma 5, [G : Z] divides kw and we write 
kw = m[G : Z]. 
Let q j m; this of course implies that q 1 kw. Suppose also that q”// kw 
(p > 1). Since q is prime we have [Z(al/q) : Z) = 1 or q. Suppose that 
[Z(al/Q): Z] = q. (17) 
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We shall use induction to show that 
for every positive integer OL Q p. Assume the result holds for 01 = 1,2, 3,..., 
/3 (<cc). Then [Z(ql/~@‘~): Z] = qBIZ(qllg+‘): Z(&@]. It is clear that 
[Z(CZ~/@+~): Z(cW’] = 1 or q. Suppose 
[z(ul@+*) : Z(d@)] = 1. (19) 
Then al@ = x c,(al/@)v, where c, E Z. By (18) with OL = fi, we have 
that (8 - a) is irreducible. The automorphisms of Z(&@) are thus given 
by ,rl@ -+ p&q@, w h ere p is a q’th root of unity. Hence 
p&n@ T.z (x c,(pa’~qB),)4, 
where p is any 48th root of unity. Thus from 
we have 
Hence 
p’ C cy{alJ@>’ = 1 cy{pallgs),. 
Here p’ is a qth root of p and we take p # 1 to ensure that p’ is not an 
integer power of p. This implies that 
c c,(p’ - p’){u’@>’ = 0, 
where py - p’ (# 0) is in Z. But the (CC@> are linearly independent over 
Z. Thus c, = 0 for each y; but this contradicts (19). We have thus proved 
(18) for all integers 01 9 p. In particular, we have proved that 
[z(alq : Z] = 9”. cm 
But we know that [Z(&q3 : Z] divides [G : Z] = kwlm. However, 
(kw/m, qu) < qa-’ and we deduce that (20) cannot hold, and so neither can 
(17). We therefore have [Z(al/g) : Z] = 1. This implies that a114 E Z, and so 
Q(&*) is a subfield of the Abelian field Z. Since all subfields of an Abelian 
field are themselves Abelian, we infer that Q(@) is Abelian and hence that 
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Q(@) is a normal extension of Q. Hence Q(@) contains all conjugates 
of uI/~; in other words, Q(&*) = Q(&q, II/Q). But this happens only for 
those q for which $(q)/ q, that is for 4 = 1 or 2. Thus m = 2~) y > 0, 
NOW if a is positive and if Q(@) (n > 2) is a normal extension of Q 
then we can pick din to be real. But since Q(u~/~) is normal over Q and a is 
not an hth power, Q(@) contains all conjugates of al/“; in particular, it 
contains a complex conjugate since n > 2. This is clearly a contradiction 
and thus when a is positive, m = 1 or 2. 
If a is negative then we may write a = --b, b > 0. We shall show that 
ul/zy 4 2 for y > 2. Suppose that ali4 E 2. Then Q(u1j4) is a normal 
extension over Q. But this is true if and only if i E Q(u’/“); we may write 
i = d,, f d,&P~ -/- d2ei”12e2 + d3e3ini4@, 
where 8 = b1/4 is assumed to be real and do , dl , dz, d3 are rational 
numbers. Similarly, the complex conjugate -i is also in Q(&*) 
-i = do f dle-in148 f d2e-i”/2(j2 + d3e-3in14~. 
Adding, we obtain 
0 = do + d#2’/” - d303/21/2, 
or 
dJ1i2 = B(d,blle - dl). 
Squaring we have b1J2(d12 + ds2b) = 2d, + 2d,d,b. This implies that 
dl = d3 = 0 since do, dl , d3 are rational and b is a positive number which 
is not a perfect square. So d,, = 0 and hence i = d2i02, which implies that 
da is irrational contrary to the definition of dz . Hence u114 # 2; so ulfzy $ Z 
for y 2 2. 
We have now shown that either n&w) = kw#w) or n&w) = 
J&v&&v). The proof of the lemma will be complete when it is known 
under what conditions the quadratic field Q(u1i2) = Q(dJ2) is contained 
in the cyclotomic field Z. This problem is discussed in Weiss [6, Chap. 71 
where it is shown that the smallest cyclotomic field containing Q(u1’3 is 
lllcz,l QU 1 if a, = 1 (mod 4), 
1141a,l QU > if a, E 2,3 (mod 4). 
The result now follows. 
(21) 
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The proof of this lemma once again follows from Hooley’s work together 
with the inequality n&v) 3 $kw+(kw) (see [2, (391). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We deduce from the definitions preceding Lemma 3 that 
NC% a, w) < Nx, 41 , a, w); 
on the other hand we have 
N(x, a, w) 2 N(x, t, , a, w) - Mx, & , (x - 1)/w a, W>. 
Thus 
N(x, a, w) = Nx, f, , a, w) + O{Mx, 61 , Cx - l)/w, 4 41. 
But we also have 
M(x, (41 , (x - 1)/w, a, 4 < Mb, 41 ,52, 4 4 + M(X? (2 3 53,K WI 
+ Jwx, (3, (x - 1)/w, a, WI, 
from which we deduce that 
mG a, 4 = wx, 51 , a, 4 + wm, 51 3 t2 3 a, 41 
+ mw, (2 9 53 ? a, WI) 
+ Obwx, 53, (x - 1)/w, a, 4). 
Substituting the estimates (11). (12), and (21) into (22) we obtain 
(221 
N(x, a, w) = N(x, (1, a, w) + 0(x lo&g x/+(w) log2 xj + O(x/log2 x). 
(23) 
Let I’ be either 1 or a positive squarefree number composed entirely of 
prime factors q not exceeding 5, ; we have 
An upper bound for 1’ is given by 1’ G n,+ q < e20 < x113. We deduce 
from (24), (13), and (14) that 
N(x, t1 , a, w) = 1 &I’){@ x/n(l’w)) + O(x112 log(l’wx))} 
1’ 
= Ii x C (p(l’)/n(rw)) + O(x/log2 x). 
I’ 
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Since all squarefree numbers k not exceeding & are of the type I’ we have, 
using the inequality n(kw) > $kw+(kw), 
m cl(k) iV(x, tl , a, w) = li x C - 
k=l n(W + ’ bxkz 1 kwkkw) !+*li$% 
We substitute this into (23) to obtain 
Finally, from (8) and (25) we have 




- + * I;($%;: ! + O k&1] leIl &W 
* tL.(k) =lix C w-~C 
w<log 2 
-GO! “2;;;” 1, 
k=l n&4 
= c(a) Ii x + 0(x loglog x/log2 x), 
(26) 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
From (26) we have 
We first estimate 
= Jj 11 - (PI(P3 - 1))). 
P 
But this last product is precisely C defined by (2). It remains to determine 
(i) Suppose a, E I (mod 4). We write 
e = 2 I a, / = n q. 
0 
(30) 
Sylvester’s principle applied to (29) gives 
= CPU9 l--J 4G13 - 4 - I)-' = -6Al 41) c n (4k3 - 4 - 0) 
gio ata, 
(31) 
in view of (30). Equation (3) now follows from this, (27), and (28). 
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(ii) Suppose a, = 2 (mod 4). Then we have to evaluate 
m cc 




since a, = 2 (mod 4) and 1 a, I j m together imply that m is even. But the 
last sum was evaluated in (i) with 0 in place of 1 a, 1 . Hence the last 
expression is (l/64) ~(1 u, I) C n,la. (q/(q3 - q - 1)), and (4) now follows 
from this, (27), and (28). 
(iii) Suppose a, = 3 (mod 4). We evaluate 
il Uln2#44) $ b4k) = i il (*lmW4> g (1 - PI, 
41a,1In 2/%l9~ 
= -l/20 AI 6 I) c r-l c7k3 - 4 
q1=, 
using (31). Hence (5) follows from this, (27), and (28). 
5. THE DENSITY PROBLEM 
*>>, 
We shall use the next two sections to prove Theorem 3. The density 
6(FV) of a linear recurrence whose general term is w, = (a” - b)/(u - 1) 
is given by 
W) = !E W49) c 1 
96% 
9l(a”-b) 
for some n 
(32) 
if it exists. The condition “a* = b (modp) soluble for some n” is satisfied 
(331 
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if and only if the order of a (mod p) is divisible by the order of b (mod p). 
Hence we obtain 








c c 1. 
W<X-1 
p=1 Eikl WI 
e,,(b)le,(a)=(B-If/w’ 
LEMMA 9 (De Bruijn). Let p(n) denote the largest prime factor of n, 
and let #(v, y) = &u,lD(n)sa, 1. ff we write 
z = &g(l + ( Y/l% mm 0% Y> + e%(l + ((1% f-dYNl( Y/l% Y>T 
(34) 
thenfor <ydv, 
log $h, y) = -w + O(l/log Y) + 0(1/10g10g 0) + O(ll(u + 1)K (35) 
where u -= log v/log y. 
A proof is given in [7]. In our application we shall take v = xl12 log3 x and 
y = log3 x. 
We follow the method of Section 2 and prove a result analogous to 
Lemma 2; it will be noted, however, that for the present lemma we have to 
assume the truth of the Riemann hypothesis over certain Kummer fields. 
LEMMA 10. If the Riemann hypothesis holds for the Dedekind zeta 
function over K&mmer$elds of the-type Q(a’@, I’!$ then 




Proof. Let S, be the sum on the left of (36). Then 
s2 < c N4 a, 4 + C w, 6 4 
log*sc<lo<z”“log*Lx s”~log%<w(z-l 
= s3 i- s, , say. 
(36) 
(37) 
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The primes p counted in S, must satisfy a z+-1)/w z 1 (modp); that is, they 
must divide the positive product nk<dis,logas (azB - 1). 
Thus 2s4 < &rI,~,log~r atk from which we deduce that 
S4 =G CWx I a l)/*og 2) c 
k < x/logs x. (38) 
k<z’ ~/logs, 
The conditions that p E 1 (mod w), e,(a) = (p - 1)/w imply that (P - a) 
factorizes totally mod p and e,(a) = (p - 1)/w, which in turn imply that 








tot&lly mod P 
= s, -+ s-8 , say. 
The sums S, and S, , which are similar in form, are treated together. They 
are of the type 
The condition (P - a) factorizes totally modp has been shown in the 
proof of Lemma 5 to be equivalent to p splitting totally in F, = Q(al@, 
lliW) whose degree is denoted by n(w). Thus, using Lemmas 6 and 7, we 
have 
totally mod B 
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so, 
S, < C ((li x/w&w)) + O(X~/~ log(wx))}. 
20 
We also have 





But from Lemma 9 with v = xlLe log” x and y = log” x it follows that 
$(u, JJ) < x1/3+6. Thus 
s, Q x/log3 x. (42) 
It remains to estimate S, : 





<lix c ll(P(4 - 1) 
2”~/log~z<P~w~~s~‘~log~~ 
<< (x/log x){loglog(x~~2 log3 x) - loglog(X’~2/log3 x) + O( 1 /log x)> 
<< x loglog x/log2 x. 
The result now follows from this and (37) to (42). 
Throughout the remainder of this section we shall assume that 
w < log” x. We define R(q, p, w, b) to denote the simultaneous conditions: 
4 KP - 1)/w; 
a is a wqth power residue modp; 
b is a wth power residue mod p. 
Let 
%4(w) = c 1, (43) 
%? ~=l (mod w) 
e,(b~(c,(al=(x+-II/w 
Then R(q, p, w, b) is false for those primes counted in S,(w). Let 
N(x, r), a, b, w) denote the number of primes p not exceeding x for 
which R(q, p, w, b) is false for any prime q not greater than r). The sum 
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P(x, k, a, b, IV), for any squarefree number k, is the number of primes p 
not exceeding x for which R(q, p, W, b) is true for every prime divisor q of 
k; u(P-~)~~ = I (modp) is the only condition implied if k = I. Finally, 
A&(X, v,I~, qz, a, b, W) denotes the number of primes not exceeding x for 
which R(q, p, w, b) is true for at least one prime q with vl < q < qz . Let 
[I , & , and & have the meanings assigned in Section 2. 
LEMMA 11. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3 since M(x, & , ;4, , a, b, w) < 
WC f2 3 & 9 a, 4. 
LEMMA 12. 
M(x, & , (x - 1)/w, a, 6, w) Q x/w” log2 x. (45) 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4 since 
Let nw(k, b) be the degree of the Kummer field G, = Q(ulfkw, bl@, ll”*) 
over Q, and denote by n&x, k) the number of prime ideals p in Gb with 
Np < x. 
LEMMA 13. 
P(x, k a, b, 4 = TV,&, Wdk, b) + 0(+4) + OW2). (46) 
This follows in the same way as Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 14. Zf the Riemunn hypothesis holds for the Dedekind zeta 
function over Kummerfields of the type Q(ullkw, bllw, I1ikw) then 
T~,~(x, k) = li x + O{n,(k, b) xlle log(kwx)}. (47) 
This, like Lemma 6, is an easy adaptation of Hooley’s work. 
LEMMA 15. Let a and b be two integers satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 3. Then nW(k, b) = 2-tkw2+(kw) where 
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t-o if2Tkw; 
= 0 if a, = bl = 3 (mod 4), alb, 7 kw and 2 /I kw; 
-= 1 if a, = b, = 3 (mod 4) a,bl I kw and 2 I/ kw; 
== the number of numbers m = a 1 , bl dividing kw and satisfying m = 1 
(mod 4) if2 j/ kw and not both of a, , b, are congruent to 3 (mod 4); 
= the number of odd numbers m = a, , b, dividing kw if4 I/ kw; 
.~:- the number of numbers m = a, , b, dividing kw if 8 ( kw. 
Proof. Since the proof closely follows that of Lemma 7 we shah 
merely sketch this proof. First, 
n,(k, b) = [G, : Q] = [Gb : G][G : Q] 
= n(kw)[G, : G]. 
Next, by an argument similar to that of Lemma 7 it follows that [Gb : G] = 
w or &w and that [Gb : G] = $w if and only if b:‘2 E Q(ll/lcw, allkUi). Now 
b:‘2 E Q(llfk’“, allkW) if and only if (i) b:12 E Q(ll/kw) or (ii) (a,b,)1/2 
E Q( 1 llfiw). It may easily be verified that in all cases except a, = b, = 3 
(mod 4) the condition (ii) is redundant. In the exceptional case we have 
a,b, 1: 1 (mod 4) and so (a,b,)1/2 E Q(lllk”) if 2albl I kw while b1j2 E 
Q(ll@‘) if 4b, / kw. 
The lemma now follows, using this information together with the 
results of Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 16. 
44(x, cl , t2 , a, b, w) << x/w” log’ x + x/log5 x. 
Proof. 
Mb, cl , 5, , a, b, w) < c P(x, q, a, b, M’) 
< El<-32 
= 5 qs {li x/n&, b) + W1’2 log(q 
1 2 
using (46) and (47). But from Lemma 15, nJq, b) >, $k&$(kw). So 
(48) 
M(x, 51 9 (2 7 4 by 4 < li x C O/w2~(w)) + W2(log x) S,/log t2) 
OC, 
< ((li x)/w”) C q-2 + x/log5 x 
P>C, 
-g x/w2 log2 x + x/log5 x. 
64r/8/3-6 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We use arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 1 to deduce 
that 
%dw) = Nx, & , a, b, w) + WJtx, ~5 , t2 , a, b, w>> 
+ Wf(x, iF2 , & , a, b, ~11 
+ OMx, &, (x - 1)/w, a, b, 41. 
On substituting (44), (45), and (48) into this equation we obtain 
S,(w) = N(x, & , a, b, w) + O(x/log5 x) + O(x/w2 log2 x) 
+ 0(x loglog x/$(w) log2 x). (49 
We estimate N(x, .$ , a, b, w) in precisely the same way we estimated 
N(x, ,$I , a, w) in the proof of Theorem 1; we obtain 
Nx, & , a, b, 4 = li x 2 Q-4Wn,(k, b)) + O(x/log6 x) 
k=l 
+ 0(x loglog x/w” log2 x). 
Substituting this into (49) gives 




S,, = C S,(w); then 
w<log% 
Slo = li x C f (j-@/n& b)) + O(xllog2 x) 
w(lo&*z k=l 
+ 0 1(x loglog x/log2 x) w<&n l/#(“‘)l 
= Ii x f f &(k)/nJk, b)) + O{(x(loglog x)s/log2 x)} 
w=l k=l 
= c(a, b) li x -t O{x(loglog x)s/loga x}, (50 




From (33), (36), (43), (51), and (52) we have 
Sl = s2 + &I 
= c(u, b) li x + O{x(loglog x)3/log2 x>, 
from which we may deduce 6(W) = ~(a, b). It thus remains to evaluate 
~(a, b). It is apparent from Lemma 15 that this evaluation falls naturally 
into the eight cases listed in Table I. We consider only the case o1 s 2 
(mod 4), b, = 1 (mod 4); the other seven cases may be established by the 
same method. In the case being considered it is clear from Lemma 15 that 
hdk, b)/kw24J(W) = t if 8 1 kw, a, / kw, b, 1 kw; 
= 4 if 8 ( kw, a, ( kw, bl r kw; 
if 8 1 kw, aI 7 kw, 6, [ kw; 
if411kw,b,Ikw; 
if 2 I] kw, bl ( kw. 
= 1 if 2-rkw; 
if 2 11 kw, bl r kw; 
if 4 II kw, b, ‘i kw; 
if 8 I kw, a, 7 kw, b, f kw. 
Thus from (52) we have 
c@, b) = c c MWkw2Ww)) + 1 c MWk~~2~(kw)) 
w k 
2rkw 




+ 2 c c WWw24W) + 2 C C (p.(k)/kw2&kw)) 
w k w k 
2W” 4llkw 
b,lkw b,(km 
+ 2 c c (/-4Wkw2#4W) + 2 c C WWw2#@w)) 
w k 1” k 
Blkw 81kw 
a,&&1 kw allkwO.blfkw 
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+ f w~2No> 1 he) + f (1/~“4(~)> c km, 
?2=1 kin 11=1 kin 
2b,l* 4alb,ln 
since 2 I a1 and (q , b,) = 1. But these sums have been evaluated in the 
proof of Theorem 2 (cf. Eqs. (29, (31), etc.); the result (6) now follows. 
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